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No. SNEA/KRL/CGM/2015-16/ 46 Dated 27-6-2016
To
The Chief General Manager Telecom,
BSNL, Kerala Circle,
Thiruvananthapuram.
Respected Sir,
As per Lr No:HR-III/4-25/STS(O)/2015/52 dtd 20/6/2016 , the notification was issued for 110 vacancies
for looking after arrangement in the Grade of STS (Executives). However many SSAs reported that the
vacancies published were far below the existing vacancies. At present 93 officers are working as Looking
after DE’s. There are 163 vacancies in addition to these LA 93 DE’s.
For instances, as per notification the number of posts available at CNN SSA is 6, but the actual vacancy
position is 11. There is no DE for Transmission/Installation, at two divisions DE posts are vacant, AGM
(Admn) post is vacant, AGM (MM) post become vacant soon as the transfer order of AGM (MM) to
Karnataka Circle was already issued by the Circle Office. In Palghat SSA 10 posts of STS are vacant but
volunteers are called only for 4 vacancies. We are constrained to observe that Circle HR wing fail to
understand the requirement of field units while it is very much aware of the interest of CGMT Office in
this case also as the number of vacancies at Circle Office has increased considerably but the vacancies at
SSAs are reduced without assessing the actual positions.
In this context, it is requested that necessary corrections may be made in the notification otherwise it will
seriously affect the development works of the SSAs. And also request that the eligibility restriction up to
Seniority Number 31265 for OC category may be changed and all the Officers of List no 6 & 7 may be
permitted to apply the above posts.

Thanking you,
Yours Sincerely

(T.Santhosh Kumar)
Circle Secretary,SNEA,
Kerala Circle.
Copy to:- GM(HR), DGM(HR/Admn)

